Play’n GO Announce Latest ‘Wild’ Slot, Crystal Sun
Simplicity is the watchword for the latest Play’n GO slot title, Crystal Sun, which is officially released today.

A vibrant and 5x5 video slot, Crystal Sun is a straightforward game with lots of fun characteristics that will keep players engaged and
entertained.
The planet symbols will align along the game’s reversible paylines meaning players will be able to score wins by matching the game symbols
left to right and right to left, instead of just one way as is standard in most slot games.
The real star of this game is the twist Play’n GO have incorporated into the way the Wilds operate. The game’s Wild is represented by a
shining sun and, once it lands on a reel, it will expand to cover the whole reel, spreading Wilds across all paylines and increasing a player’s
chances of winning. The Wild also has the chance of including a multiplier, allowing for winnings earned to be multiplied.
The game is a different tone from the detailed story driven content that Play’n GO has been releasing in the recent past, but it provides an
alternative type of experience to players, according to CEO Johan Törnqvist:
“Players are much more knowledgeable now, they know what type of games they want to play, and how and where they want to play it.
But no matter what their focus is, one thing never changes; players know a good game when they see one. So it’s important for us to cater to a
wide range of tastes and that’s why we have such a diverse portfolio of games to offer but, at their core they’re all great games and players
respect that.”
For more information about Play’n GO, their offices, or their products and services, please visit http://www.playngo.com or contact
sales@playngo.com. You can follow us on Instagram (@playngoofficial) or like us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/theplayngo
Founded in 2005, Play’n GO are a leading supplier for slot gaming in the casino industry. One of the first suppliers to recognise and utilise the
potential of mobile slot gaming, their innovation has revolutionised the industry and led Play’n GO to the forefront of the casino supplier
market. Since its inception Play’n GO have curated a portfolio of award-winning games developed and tailored for compatibility with all devices
and operating systems. In addition to this, they also provide back-end services and solutions to ensure operators are equipped to provide the
ultimate gaming experience; this includes their casino platform and their server-based gaming solution, OMNY.

